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Abstract 

RNA binding proteins, through control of mRNA fate and expression, are key players of 

organism development. The LARP family of RBPs sharing the La motif, are largely present in 

eukaryotes. They classify into five subfamilies which members acquired specific additional 

domains, including the RRM1 moiety which teams up with the La motif to form a versatile 

RNA binding unit. The LARP6 subfamily has had a peculiar history during plant evolution. 

While containing a single LARP6 in algae and non-vascular plants, they expanded and 

neofunctionalized into three subclusters in vascular plants. Studies from Arabidopsis 

thaliana, support that they acquired specific RNA binding properties and physiological roles. 

In particular LARP6C participates, through spatiotemporal control of translation, to male 

fertilization, a role seemingly conserved in maize. Interestingly, human LARP6 also acts in 

translation control and mRNA transport and similarly to LARP6C which is required for pollen 

tube guided elongation, is necessary to cell migration, through protrusion extension. This 

opens the possibility that some cellular and molecular functions of LARP6 were retained 

across eukaryote evolution. With their peculiar evolutionary history, plants provide a unique 

opportunity to uncover how La-module RNA binding properties evolved and identify species 

specific and basal roles of the LARP6 function. Deciphering of how LARP6, in particular 

LARP6C, acts at the molecular level, will foster novel knowledge on translation regulation 

and dynamics in changing cellular contexts. Considering the seemingly conserved function of 

LARP6C in male reproduction, it should fuel studies aimed at deriving crop species with 

improved seed yields. 

 

 

Introduction 

RNA Binding Proteins (RBPs) are key players of posttranscriptional regulations, involved in 

the control of mRNA fate, they intervene at all steps of an mRNA life, influencing their coding 

sequence, life duration, localization and translation. As mRNA regulators, RBPs provide a 
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reactive and fine mean to orchestrate and modify the pattern of gene expression to answer 

the cellular needs in response to developmental or environmental cues. RBPs recognize 

through their RNA Binding Domain(s) (RBDs), RNA regulatory motifs that are primary or 

secondary structure elements or chemical modifications and form with mRNAs, 

ribonucleoprotein particles (mRNPs). The RNA Recognition Motif (RRM) is the most 

represented and dominant classical RBD in eukaryotes, including plants. But a variety of 

other RDBs exist among which the La Motif (LaM), an eukaryotic domain that adopts a 

double winged helix fold [1,2]. Firstly identified in humans, on the genuine La protein (or La 

autoantigen) [3], the LaM is an ancestral domain that emerged early after the archea-eukarya 

radiation, and is found on hundreds of factors, that form the superfamily of LA and Related 

Proteins (LARPs) [4]. The LaM is often tethered by a short linker to a downstream RRM 

(RRM1) with which it allies to form the La- module, a single RNA binding unit. During eukarya 

evolution, the LARP family amplified and evolved into subclusters which members acquired 

additional group-specific domains that can bind RNA, team up with the La-module or mediate 

protein-protein interactions. In the past 10 years, LARPs attracted much attention and 

functional studies of members of each subgroup: genuine La, LARP1, 4, 6 and 7, are being 

conducted in mammals, invertebrates, fungi or plants. LARPs endorse many crucial roles in 

organism growth and development, as well as response to stress [5] and in mammals, several 

of them are recognized as cancer-associated factors [6]. The genuine La and LARP7 proteins 

target diverse types of polymerase III encoded RNAs to promote their maturation, folding and 

assembly into RNPs. Other LARPs (LARP1, 4 and 6) as well as the cytoplasmic isoform of 

the genuine La, bind mRNAs to control their localization, stability and/or translation. 

In fibroblasts, human LARP6 (HsLARP6) coordinates the translation of type-I collagen 

subunits at endoplasmic reticulum [7]. Through direct binding to a 5’ stem-loop (5’-SL) shared 

by the 5’-untranslated regions (5’-UTRs) of the 1 and 2 transcripts from type-I collagen [8,9], 

HsLARP6 docks its targets to vimentin or non-muscle myosin filaments hence participating in 

their transport. It also acts either as repressor or activator of collagen translation through 

recruitment of distinct effectors to its target transcripts [9–12]. In migratory mammalian cells, 

HsLARP6 also transports ribosomal protein mRNAs from cell body to protrusion where their 

translation is locally increased, leading to increase ribosome biogenesis and protein 

synthesis [13]. HsLARP6 was found to be up regulated in aggressive carcinomas, and 

proposed to participate in cancer progression [13]. In zebrafish (Danio rerio), that contains two 

paralogs, LARP6 proteins are required for normal oocyte development, chorion formation 

and egg activation, but the molecular bases of this are so far unknown [14]. 

LARP6 proteins appear as fascinating multifaceted factors, which roles in translational 

control and mRNA transport, likely fuels diverse physiological processes. Plant proteins 
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seem to be no exception to the rule, at least based on a yet too scarce knowledge of their 

evolutionary history, molecular and physiological roles that I will review here.  

 

A plant-specific evolutionary history 

LaM proteins are present in all eukaryotes (except protista from the Plasmodium genus) but 

not all subfamilies of LARPs are represented in all of them. LARP6 proteins are only present 

in three lineages: Stramenopiles, Metazoan and Viridiplantae [4,15,16]. Embryophytes (“land 

plants”) and Chlorophytes (“green algae”) that form the Viridiplantae (“green plants”) clade, 

lack LARP4 and LARP7 subgroups while their LARP6 family expanded (Figure 1A).  

All LARP6 proteins carry a La-module, with a subfamily specific RRM1, tagged as RRM-L3b 

on vertebrate proteins, and RRM-L3a on other proteins including plant ones (Figure 1B, 1C). 

Primary sequence comparison of plant LARP6 La-modules, unraveled their specific 

evolutionary history. In non-vascular plants (green algae and mosses (bryophytes)), LARP6s 

are generally encoded by a single gene while in vascular plants, the family expanded and 

contains three to six members, with most dicotyledone species having three and 

monocotyledone six. Vascular plant proteins evolved into distinct subclusters that were 

labeled 6A, 6B and 6C (Figure 1A).  Every vascular plant carries at least one member of 

each subgroup, with in most cases, a single LARP6A and one to three 6B and 6C proteins. 

Notably, members of the LARP6B and 6C subgroups acquired a PAM2 (PABP interacting 

motif 2), a structure peptide mediating direct interaction with the poly(A) binding protein 

(PABP) [17]. This acquisition seems to be coupled with a significant reorganization of their La-

module, that have a divergent LaM, that contrarily to that of non-vascular plant LARP6 and 

LARP6A, underwent non conservative changes on the six amino acids known in genuine La 

and other LARPs, to participate in RNA interaction [1,2,16]. Moreover, while RRM-L3a are 

predicted to have an extended loop 3 of invariant length, plant LARP6B and 6C appear to 

carry loop 3 of more variable lengths (Figure 1B). This observation, based on in silico 

structure predictions should be considered with caution, until confirmed through biophysical 

approaches, but nonetheless, together with sequence divergence of the LaM, points to 

possible subgroup specific RNA-binding properties [4]. Vertebrate LARP4 proteins form the 

second group of LARPs that gained a PAM2 across evolution. This acquisition also 

associates with a reorganization of their La-module, that was found experimentally on human 

LARP4 (HsLARP4), to significantly alter their RNA binding properties. Strikingly this La-

module only modestly contributes to RNA binding and assumes a non-canonical linear fold, 

conversely to other LARP La-modules where LaM and RRM1 form a V-shaped RNA binding 

unit [5,9,18].  

 

Biochemical properties of plant LARP6 conserved domains 
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Plant LARP6 are, as other LARP6s, modular proteins, sharing together with their La-

modules, the LSA (LaM and S1 Associated) domain located at their C-terminus. Viridiplantae 

LARP6 additionally acquired RG repeats placed between La-module and LSA and vascular 

plant proteins, a PAM2 located at their N-terminus [4,15,16] (Figure 2).  

The La-module is a highly versatile domain that employs various molecular strategies to 

recognize and bind its RNA targets [19]. Rather than a bipartite, it can be viewed as a tripartite 

RNA binding unit composed of the LaM, RRM1 and linker region which also plays a crucial 

role. The LaM and RRM1 moieties adopt their globular fold independently from each other 

and, depending on the linker size and orientation, differently position one relative to the other 

[5,19].   Biophysical studies on plant LARP6 La-module are still awaited but HsLARP6 La-

module was explored [9,20]. Globally its LaM and RRM1 (/RRM-L3b) adopt canonical tertiary 

folds, but with specific structural variations [9]. The most striking variation of the LaM is that of 

wing 2 which terminates the structure (Figure 1C). As compared to genuine La, which 

solution structure is well characterized, HsLARP6 wing 2 is longer and consequently, the 

interdomain linker between LaM and RRM1 shorter (2 amino acids versus 11 in HsLa). Also 

wing 2 orientation points to a different direction, likely positioning the RRM1 differentially with 

regard to the LaM. This has a significant impact on RNA binding, as when its linker was 

replaced with that of human La, HsLARP6 La-module lost its ability to bind its target RNA. 

RRM1 which carries two additional helixes of yet unknown importance (Figure 1C), is 

absolutely necessary for RNA binding, as here again a chimeric La-module with a genuine 

La RRM1, no longer associates with RNA [9]. Whether the La-modules of plant LARP6 also 

display these structural specificities, in particular whether they carry this peculiar wing 2 and 

2-aa long linker, is difficult to tell based on sequence alignments. Anyhow, divergences exist. 

Although able to bind RNA [16], the La-modules from Arabidopsis thaliana (At) LARP6A and C 

proteins are not able to bind the 48-nt long 5’-SL of collagen mRNAs [9]. In addition a chimeric 

La-module formed with HsLARP6 LaM and AtLARP6C RRM1 (/RRM-L3a), no longer 

associates to the 5’SL RNA [19].  

In vitro AtLARP6C La-module shows a strong specificity towards oligo(U) homopolymers and 

binds with more affinity probes with uridine stretches interspersed with cytidines [16,21]. RNA-

recognition by 6C La-module depends on the length of the probe (with a 20-nt probe being a 

better substrate than a 10-nt probe) but binds RNA regardless of their 3' extremity (3'-OH or 

3'-PO4) which supports that it could interact with terminal or internal sequences on RNA in 

vivo. In planta functional analyses, corroborated these findings, as mRNA substrates of 

AtLARP6C were found to share in their 5'-UTRs a (UUC/UUUC) box that AtLARP6C 

preferentially binds in vitro [21].  

AtLARP6A La-module shows preference towards oligo(A) probes regardless of their length 

or 3'-end nature, but seems less specific than that of AtLARP6C, since it interacts also with 
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oligo(U) and oligo(C) or (G) homopolymers albeit with lower affinity [16]. So far, an exploration 

of RNA binding preferences of a plant LARP6B is lacking, as in striking contrast with 6A or 

6C, the La-module of the Arabidopsis protein failed to be produced and purified from 

Escherichia coli.  

In addition to the family specific La-module, the LSA is also a hallmark of LARP6 proteins. 

Always located at the very C-terminal end, it is a 20 to 30 amino acids long motif highly 

conserved across evolution. On animal proteins the LSA portion constitutes the C-terminal 

part of a larger domain, called SUZ-C (SUZUKI-C) shared by other proteins, including those 

from the CSP1 (cold-shock response protein 1) [4] and SZY-20 families [22] (Figure 2A). 

LARP6 proteins from the green lineage only carry the LSA portion of SUZ-C and 

systematically have the 3 amino acid "PRM" insertion as compared to other eukaryotes 

(Figure 2B, 2C). No other plant protein seems so far to carry a LSA or SUZ-C domain.  

The role of the LSA from plant proteins is yet unknown and in animal, its roles are still 

unclear. SUZ-C/LSA domains are often found on proteins carrying RBDs, such as S1-like on 

CSP1 proteins, and on SZY-20, it was proposed to mediate RNA interaction [22]. However, its 

deletion on HsLARP6 does not seem to impede binding to the collagen 5'-stem-loop [8]. 

Actually, it was rather proposed to mediate protein-protein interactions. The C-terminal 

domain of HsLARP6 starting immediately downstream to the La-module and encompassing 

the SUZ-C region, is necessary and sufficient to co-precipitate HsLARP6 protein partners 

from crude extracts, what is no longer the case when the LSA part is delete [10,12]. But 

although indicative, this experimental approach does not permit to conclude on a role for the 

LSA/SUZ-C domain in directly mediating protein-protein interaction. Further work is hence 

needed to uncover the biochemical properties of this conserved domain. 

PABP is a universal eukaryotic RBP, that coats the poly(A) tail of mRNAs and is a crucial 

enhancer of translation and a regulator of poly(A) tail length and mRNA stability. The C-

terminal MLLE domain of PABP, is a conserved platform where PAM2-carrying factors 

associate. PAM2 which consensus is “xxLxxxAxx(F/W)xP”, is found on dozens of proteins, 

including members of the vertebrate LARP4 subgroup [16,17]. In vitro and in vivo studies 

demonstrated that PAM2 motifs of AtLARP6B and 6C are necessary and sufficient to 

mediate a direct interaction with the MLLE domain of plant PABP [16]. Interestingly, the PAM2 

from vertebrate LARP4, mediates MLLE interaction but is also necessary although not 

sufficient to bind RNA [18,23]. Strikingly, position 10 is crucial for RNA binding and at least on 

HsLARP4, must be a tryptophan and not a phenylalanine residue [18]. Whether PAM2 motifs 

from plant LARP6B and C are also RNA binding surfaces was not tested, but their position 

10 is always a phenylalanine and not a tryptophan residue, suggesting that it might not be 

the case.  
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Recently a deeper evolutionary analysis uncovered the existence of RG repeats located 

upstream the LSA of embryophyte LARP6, including LARP6 proteins from mosses and A, B 

and C type proteins from vascular plants [15] (Figure 2B, C). RGG/RG repeats are widespread 

on eukaryotic proteins and often found on factors involved in mRNA regulations. Their most 

widely reported biochemical property, is their ability to bind RNA, but they can also support 

protein – protein interactions or be implicated in the regulation of protein localization [24]. An 

interesting feature of RGG/RG repeats is that their arginine residues are preferred sites for 

methylation, a posttranslational modification found to regulate properties, activities and 

functions of the repeats. Plant LARP6 proteins seem to be versatile factors, which molecular 

and physiological functions are altered in response to cellular or environmental cues (see 

below), it is tempting to speculate that arginine methylation could participate in their 

functional regulation. 

 

Physiological and molecular functions of plant LARP6 proteins 

To date functional data are available on vascular plant LARP6 proteins, mostly from 

Arabidopsis and Zea maize [16,21,25]. Arabidopsis contains three LARP6 proteins (one of each 

type) [16] and maize six, with one 6A, three 6B and two 6C [25] (Figure 2B). In Arabidopsis, 

LARP6 genes show specific expression profiles, with in particular LARP6C exclusively 

expressed in pollen from the onset of gametogenesis to the end of fertilization process 

[21,26,27]. A striking feature of AtLARP6C is that it is a multifaceted protein likely to endorse 

distinct molecular roles along male gametogenesis and progamic phase. During 

gametogenesis, AtLARP6C moves for a nucleolar in uninucleate microspore to a cytosolic 

localization in the vegetative cell of bi- (BCP) and tricellular pollen (TCP). During the very last 

step of gametogenesis between TCP and MPG (mature pollen grain), AtLARP6C transitions 

from the soluble fraction of the cytosol to aggregates, that also contain PABP and were 

proposed to be mRNP granules. Moreover, while excluded from sperm cells, it labels the 

endo-plasma membrane that engulfs the sperm cells (SCs) (including the cytoplasmic 

connection bridging SC and VCN) [28] and coats the outside of vegetative cell nucleus (VCN). 

Although modestly, AtLARP6C is required for proper gametogenesis, but its cellular and 

molecular functions in this process yet remain unexplored. Its contribution to the fertilization 

process from grain hydration to sperm cell delivery was explored in more details. During the 

early steps of the progamic phase, atlarp6c loss-of-function mutants display altered 

germination dynamics and pollen tube elongation rates. Following penetration in the pistil, 

larp6c-deficient pollen tubes although elongating at wild-type pace, fail to target ovules at 

normal frequency: they display a clear, although not fully penetrant, guidance defect. When 

they reach and penetrate the ovule, pollen tubes are seemingly able to burst and deliver 

sperm cells without any contribution of AtLARP6C [21].  
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The involvement of AtLARP6C in the fertilization process is fueled by its function as RNA 

binding protein and regulator of mRNA fate in the cytoplasm. Its client mRNAs in MPG code 

for functions known to be necessary for germination and polarized cell growth that is at the 

basis of the PT guidance process. In particular AtLARP6C binds actors of fatty acid and 

glycerolipid synthesis and homeostasis and actors of vesicular trafficking, two cellular 

processes that are significantly perturbed in the absence of AtLARP6C during pollen tube 

guided growth. Experiments conducted with one of AtLARP6C target transcripts as model 

(MGD2: monogalactosyldiacylglycerol synthase 2), support that through direct binding to a 

(UUC/UUUC) 20nt-long motif at 5’-UTR, it controls their translational status: endorsing an 

inhibitor role in MPG and shifting to an activator at hydration and during the fertilization 

process. Interestingly in pollen tubes, AtLARP6C is present both in the cytosol and in 

cytoplasmic foci, proposed to be mRNP granules, and is likely to bind microtubule 

cytoskeleton. This dual localization opens the interesting possibility that AtLARP6C is both 

activator and inhibitor of translation in growing PTs. The authors propose that pollen tube 

anisotropic growth and guidance could, as it is the case for axons in neurons [29], rely on 

localized translation, where silent mRNAs must be transported to translational hotspots 

where their protein is needed to answer cellular needs and propose that AtLARP6C could be 

one actor of this process [21].  

In maize, ZmLARP6C1, the pollen specific LARP6, is also required during the progamic 

phase, with loss-of-function mutants showing reduced male transmission that is the 

consequence of less competitive pollen. Indeed zmlarp6c1-deficient pollens show altered 

germination dynamics and PT elongation rates [25]. An assessment of the fertilization ability of 

mutant maize pollens was not conducted, but already the similarities with Arabidopsis 

phenotypes during the early steps of the progamic phase, suggest that LARP6C molecular 

and cellular roles could be conserved in maize and more widely in angiosperms (flowering 

plants).  

AtLARP6A, although ubiquitously expressed, shows its highest mRNA accumulation in MPG 

where it is more expressed than AtLARP6C and is in the top 300 to 500 pollen genes 

depending on transcriptomic data [26,27,30]. AtLARP6A seems unlikely to work redundantly with 

AtLARP6C. Not only loss of 6A does not appear to alter atlarp6c phenotypes, but also the 

proteins show only partial overlapping distribution in MPG and pollen tubes [21]. In MPG, 

AtLARP6A accumulates in the vegetative cell cytoplasm, but does not seem to form foci [21], 

what is consistent with the observation that it does not relocates in mRNP aggregates in 

onion epidermis cells following stress exposure [16]. It also accumulates in the cytoplasm of 

sperm cells and seemingly in the VCN of MPG. In pollen tubes, its distribution does not 

change, except in VCN where it seems to accumulate in nucleoli, a distribution that would 

need further exploration but which is consistent with the localization of AtLARP6A in onion 
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epidermis cells [16,21]. The role of AtLARP6A in pollen biology and fertilization is yet to 

explore, but atlarp6a-deleted pollens seem to be transmitted at wild-type frequency what is 

surprising considering its high expression levels in pollen.  

Conversely to the other two Arabidopsis LARP6, AtLARP6B mRNA has a ubiquitous 

expression profile across plant development, but is not detected in pollen nor in ovules [21]. 

AtLARP6B, is a direct interactant of PABP, and likely an RNA binding protein. In onion 

epidermis cells, it accumulates in the nucleolus, while excluded from the nucleoplasm and 

upon hypoxia, it relocates to cytoplasmic aggregates, also containing PABP and most likely 

to be mRNP granules [16]. AtLARP6B was hence proposed to have function in mRNA 

metabolism, at least under certain environmental or cellular conditions. 

The situation is less obvious for AtLARP6A. It does not carry a PAM2 and does not appear to 

belong to mRNP aggregates, hence it is so far impossible to tell whether it acts to regulate 

mRNAs or other type of transcripts, such as non-coding RNAs.  

 

Conclusion 

LARP6 proteins have had a peculiar history across plant evolution. While basal and non-

vascular plants have a single "canonical" LARP6, vascular plant proteins expanded and 

evoled into subcusters. Did and why vascular plants acquire novel and multiple LARP6 

functions? Out of its expression profile, we can tell that AtLARP6B is not involved in male 

reproduction and there is no aggravation of atlarp6c-pollen phenotypes due to the loss of 

LARP6A. This supports that 6C fulfills physiological functions distinct to that of 6B and 6A. 

Nonetheless, although animal LARP6 has no PAM2 and a canonical La-module, one can find 

similarities between their cellular roles. HsLARP6 as likely AtLARP6C, is involved in the 

transport and translation status control of its bound mRNAs. Their role in mRNA transport 

could rely on their interaction with cytoskeleton, as both Arabidopsis and Human LARP6 form 

cytoplasmic aggregates closely tracking the microtubule filaments. And HsLARP6 is a 

positive regulator of cell protrusion elongation, a cellular function comparable to that of 

AtLARP6C in pollen tube elongation and guided growth [13,21]. It is also tempting to speculate 

that such cellular role for LARP6 is conserved in zebrafish. Indeed, Hau and collaborators 

propose that through regulation of mRNA metabolism, LARP6 proteins are necessary for the 

formation of microvilli that are cellular extensions protruding from the developing oocytes and 

their surrounding granulosa cells [14]. These observations suggest that although adapted to 

specific cellular/species contexts, these functions were retained in eukaryote evolution and 

might represent some basal LARP6 functions. 

Hence do LARP6A and/or LARP6B have plant-specific functions? A detailed characterization 

is necessary to answer this and understand why plant acquired several LARP6 during 

evolution. But study of the LARP6 function in algae and non-vascular plants, that have a 
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single protein, shall be also highly informative. We will learn, at a whole organism level, what 

are the physiological basal roles of this function and if it is essential for life. We should hint 

on the basal cellular and molecular roles of LARP6, in particular know if spatiotemporally 

controlling translation is one of its basic features. Also, the deciphering and comparison of 

the molecular modes of RNA binding from proteins from each group (LARP6, LARP6A, 6B 

and 6C), will give valuable insights on how La-modules evolved. 

LARP6 proteins so far appear as translational switches adapting their inhibitor/activator 

rheostat in response to cellular cues at least during male reproduction. We now need to 

explore how, in particular focusing on dynamic posttranslational modification profiles and on 

the identification of the repertoires of LARP6 cofactors in different contexts. Such studies, in 

particular if conducted with AtLARP6C, should participate in the discovery of novel actors of 

male reproduction. Since LARP6C function appears conserved in maize [25], it should widen 

our understanding of crop reproduction and seed production. 

 

Perspective 

 LARP6 function was conserved across eukaryote evolution but plant proteins 

expanded, evolved and acquired novel protein domains supporting that they gained 

novel important molecular and physiological functions. Conservation of LARP6C 

function between Arabidopsis and maize supports a crucial role in plant reproduction. 

 LARP6 proteins are recognized as an important family of mRNA regulators that 

sustain important physiological roles at least in plant reproduction and mammalian 

oncogenesis. LARP6 functions in the anisotropic growth of cells and as regulator of 

mRNA transport and translation can be viewed as basal conserved functions in 

eukaryotes.   

 A characterization of LARP6 proteins from non-vascular plants could give precious 

insights into the evolution of their RNA binding modes and a deeper understanding of 

LARP6 basal functions. Deciphering how LARP6 acts as translational switch will 

participate in fostering novel knowledge on translation dynamics in response to the 

cellular context. A deeper characterization of AtLARP6C cofactors could foster 

knowledge on novel actors of plant reproduction including in crop species. 
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Figure 1: A, Schematic representation of plant LARP6 evolutionary clustering, based on 

primary sequence comparison of their La-modules. Statistical supports of key nodes are 

reported from [16]. On the right hand-side of the tree are reported the consensus sequences 

of the six amino acids known to be involved in RNA binding in genuine La and other LARPs. 

Orange lettering highlights the non-conservative changes. (B, C) Representation of the 

predicted secondary structure elements carried by the La-modules (LaM and RRM1) from 

non-vertebrate (B, RRM-L3a) and vertebrate (C, RRM-L3b) LARP6 proteins. In non-

vertebrate LARP6, loop 1 of RRM1 is 7.4 (+/-1.1) aa-long. In non-vascular plant LARP6 and 

vascular plant LARP6A, loop 3 is 21 nt long while in 6B and 6C loop 3 sizes range from 20 to 

25 nt. In RRM1 (RRM-L3b) from vertebrate LARP6, loop 1 is 22 nt long (+/- 4 nt) and was 

found experimentally to carry an extra helix in HsLARP6 (0’). Human RRM-L3b also carries 

an additional  helix, labeled 1’ located in loop 3. Finally, wing 2 in HsLARP6 La-module is 

longer than in HsLa and the linker region shorter (2 versus 11 aa-long) [9].  

 

Figure 2: Schematic representation of the domain organization of Human, Arabidopsis 

thaliana and Zea maize LARP6 proteins. A, Schematic representation of non-plant LARP6 

protein, using Human protein as model, B, Schematic representation of Arabidopsis thaliana 

and Zea maize LARP6 proteins. Protein representations are organized according to their 

evolutionary types (6A, 6B or 6C). AtLARP6A (at5g46250), AtLARP6B (at2g43970), 

AtLARP6C (at3g19090), ZmLARP6A (Zm00001eb152790), ZmLARP6B1 

(Zm00001eb037380), ZmLARP6B2 (Zm00001eb411320), ZmLARP6B3 

(Zm00001eb112400), ZmLARP6C1 (Zm00001eb298140), ZmLARP6C2 

(Zm00001eb043040). Accession numbers for Zea maize proteins are from maize genome 

B73 version 5.  Scale bar: 100 amino acids. C, Alignments of PAM2, LSA and RG sequences 

between Maize and Arabidopsis LARP6 proteins.  
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